Homecoming Slogan Contest

Starts Today

Announce Winner In Next Issue
Of Lawrentian

MAL PETERSON

Registration
Totals Given

Enrollment Figures
Show Decrease of 36 Students Over Last Year

Final registration figures were announced in a drive of administration. This year's total of 386 students, 36
less than last year.
Students Vote 'The Bridges' Best Picture
Painting Chosen as Best of Frederic Whittaker Exhibition

The student voting on the water-color paintings by Frederic Whittaker which had been on exhibition in the campus gym until Wednesday disclosed "The Bridges" to be the most popular picture.

Wallace S. Baldwin, associate professor of art, announced the choice after the polling, though definite action as to its purchase by the school will not be taken until the final approval of the administration is given. The artist will be contacted for the price.

A very close second in the voting was the picture "Evening Glow," which displayed a luminous sky after sunset over a long stretch of hills and low fields. "Rose in Sepia," "Rhode Island," and "Tree Pattern" were the other alternatives.

"The Bridge" is a beautifully done painting, expressing a warm sentiment, which probably accounted for the student's choice. A bridge is shown at the edge of a town with a road running into the distance. An old man is on the bridge and a few other figures are farther in the background. The warm colors make it a picture of exceptional artistry.

Final announcement of the choice and purchase will be made once the choice subject to change depend upon the artist's price.

Frank to Speak Here Sunday

Speaker Is Professor at Chicago Presbyterian Theological Seminary

Dr. Robert Worth Frank, professor of philosophy and ethics at the Presbyterian Theological seminary of Chicago, will address the student membership of the religious association on Sunday afternoon at 3:30 p.m. in Peabody Hall. Dr. Frank is a very close second in the student voting on the water-color paintings by Frederic Whittaker which had been on exhibition in the campus gym until Wednesday.


Maesch Gives Organ Recital

LaVahn Maesch Gives Lecture, and Concert at Convocation

LaVahn Kenneth Maesch, professor of organ and music history, presented a combination lecture and concert in chapel Monday. His ex- cellent versatility in the handling of music made it possible for him to demonstrate and explain how different combinations of stops make the organ a complete orchestra. He played a suite of six numbers from Handel's a set of 70. His role was written in the eighteenth century and has been arranged for the modern symphony orchestra, The New York Philharmonic plays parts of this composition yearly.

The following movements were played: allegro vivace isante, horn pipe (English dance), Minuet, Allegro toccata, and allegro maestoso. All movements were of very simple form of the day.

CLOTHES AND COLOR SHOULD SPARKLE!

OUR SCIENTIFIC DRY CLEANING MAKES FABRICS YOUNG AGAIN

Peerless Laundry & Zoric Cleaners

307 E. College Ave.

Phone 148
Students Have Pop Session

Heselton, President Barrows, Wotenabe, Zipple

Lawrence's first pop season was opened Thursday afternoon and the Phi Delta entertained their dates at an open house. The date for their pledge party is October 8. A Phi Phi picnic on Monday afternoon, September 30, is in charge of the Phi Delta's pledge class.
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Vikes First Home Game Is With Knox Saturday

Knox Comes Here With a Veteran Line and Backfield

The Vikings in their first game of the season will meet Knox Saturday afternoon. Kickoff is at 3 p.m.

The Vikings are expected to take the field with a new seven-man starting backfield. The seven are: John Powell, Dick Luby, Ken Powel, Dick Stewart, Al Zamler, Ross Spalding and Jim Webb.

The starting lineup of Knox will be announced later in the week.

The Vikings are expected to have the advantage in the game. Knox has a record of 4-6-0 for the season.

Lawrence to Meet Knox in First Home Showing Saturday

**Defensive Playing Proved Very Effective in Building Up Line**

The Vikings' defense in the first quarter of the game with Knox Saturday was so effective that it built up the line.

The defense was able to stop Knox's offense in the first quarter. The Vikings were able to force Knox to punt on three of their first four possessions.

Defensive tackle Jim Stewart was a key player in the Vikings' line, as he was able to get pressure on Knox's quarterback.

The Vikings' defense also held Knox to just 72 yards of total offense in the first quarter.

The Vikings' defense continued to be effective throughout the game, as they were able to hold Knox to just 13 points.

**Good Things Come in Small Packages**

**FOR FINE GIFTS VISIT MARX'S**

**LAWRENCE VIKES ESCORES**

- Lawrence 1, Knox 0
- Lawrence 2, Knox 0
- Lawrence 3, Knox 0
- Lawrence 4, Knox 0
- Lawrence 5, Knox 0

**THIS WEEK'S GAMES**

- Lawrence vs. Knox, Saturday
- Knox vs. Illinois Wesleyan, Saturday

**Defensive Playing Proved Very Effective in Building Up Line**

The Vikings' defense in the first quarter of the game with Knox Saturday was so effective that it built up the line.

The defense was able to stop Knox's offense in the first quarter. The Vikings were able to force Knox to punt on three of their first four possessions.

Defensive tackle Jim Stewart was a key player in the Vikings' line, as he was able to get pressure on Knox's quarterback.

The Vikings' defense also held Knox to just 72 yards of total offense in the first quarter.

The Vikings' defense continued to be effective throughout the game, as they were able to hold Knox to just 13 points.

The popularity of Coca-Cola is assurance of its quality. Four generations of acceptance have made Coca-Cola known to all. You will like it, too. Pause and refresh yourself.
Sig Eps, Delts
Win Openers
High Scores are Run
Up in Interfraternity
Touch Football Games

Tuesday marked the opening day of play for the Inter-fraternity each football teams, and unusual-ly high scores were run up. The Delts, defending champions, start-ed out strong this year by overwhelm-ingly the Sig Eps, 66-22. Offensively the Sig Eps were led by Hirst and Blume and while Kennedy and Bentrup helped complete the rout. For the Beta Schol and Diver played fine games but could not stem the tide of the powerful Delta team.

The Phi Taus were soundly trounced, 121-28, by a fast and tricky Sig Ep team led by Don Groth. Person and Zingale also starred for the Sig Eps while Bob Roberts and David Maxwell played well for the losers.

Games scheduled for Thursday, October 3:

Phi Tau vs. Delts
Beta vs. Sig Eps
Delta vs. Phi Delta

Ariel Business
Staff Is Announced

Bob Stockley, business manager of the Ariel, has announced his Staff for the year. Keith Gidwage has been named assistant business manager. Advertising solicitors are a follower: Marge Barber, Ingeborg Mihm, Mildred Cervi, Virginia Grass, Lynn Doherty, Betty Lindsay, Beverly June Mafe,h, Jane Mullin, Priscilla Mathurin, Helen Owen, Sally Bar semiconductor and Wayne Thompson. Members of the collections staff are: Marion Bluestein, Lillian Clark, Roberta Clarke, Dorothy Inks and Doris Wermuth.

GAME SATURDAY

Decorated
ANGELFOOD CAKES
50c & 69c

ELM TREE Bakery
PHONE 7688

Gmeiner's
Candy
Shoppe
in the
Irving Zezke Building

FRESHMEN WIN ALL COLLEGE DAY BATTLE — Girls as well as boys participated in the events of All College day last Wednesday. Although the score, at the end of the battle, was 6 to 4 in favor of the freshmen, the sophomores gave plenty of competition. The most spectacu-lar event, that of defending the sophomores' greased pole, was won by the sophomores. The freshmen boys shown at the left are recuperating from the pole battle. The girls' tug of war contest, pictured above ended in a victory for the freshmen.

Coaches' Corner

AST week the team went out to Grinnell and lost by two touchdows. However, during the game and since the game, the morals of the team has been very high. All during the game the boys were saying "if we could get pos-i-tion, we could beat them." Grinn-ell played an exceptionally fine kicking game. The kicking of cap-tain Walker kept us deep in our own territory. The team really did their best. There were five sixty-minute men in Jones, Lubenow, McIntosh, Spalding and Rust. I believe Vince Jones played the best game he's been at Lawrence, and that's a lot of football. Bob Oster's per-formance was truly outstanding. He was the strongest defensive back on the field, and all credit should be given him for his fine punt under pressure from deep in his own territory. Bob McIntosh at centre, George Buerst at right end and Art Kummer at fullback all put in very fine games.

Leroy Lubenow, playing at right tackle, injured his shoulder but played the full 60 minutes in spite of it. Frank Holminger was also inj-ured. After starting and playing most of the first quarter, a serious knee injury put him out for the remainder of the game, and he won't see any more action until sometime after the Knox game.

Again I'd like to stress the high morale of the team. The players are convinced, barring injuries, that they can and will beat Knox this weekend. Winning the first home game really helps the team a lot, as if the boys do beat Knox Saturday, they have a good chance of keeping up with the conference leaders.

Bonnie Hoeflin

Camera Club to Make Field Trip

Korffchee transparency taken by members of the faculty were shown at the Tuesday evening meet-ing of the Camera club. Plans for exhibits and contests were discus-sed, and the election of officers postponed until the next regular meeting of the group. Plans for present call for the building of an ex-hibit which can be exchanged with exhibits of other camera groups in the country. This will be an important trip to the nation's capital.

John Ross
TAILOR

318 E. College Ave.
Has Just
the
Right Suit For You

BELLING'S DRUG STORE
Strictly Pure Drugs
204 E. College Ave.

Voigts Drug Store
134 E. College Ave.

Malted Whips
Thick, BUBBLY —

EXERCISE
WITH PLEASURE
AT THE
APPLETON RIDING CLUB
1112 S. Oneida St.
Phone 517

Thursday, October 3, 1940
New Institute Men Make Field Trip
Spend Ten Days on Bush Trip In Upper Michigan

Fifteen regular students and one special student of the Institute of Paper Chemistry recently completed the customary ten day bush trip throughout Upper Michigan, which is required of all first year students.

Dr. L. H. Isenberg, who was in charge of the trip, also gave lectures in wood technology, and special lectures were given by Mr. Calvin Stewart of Kimberly-Clark Corporation.

The work in wood technology has expanded so rapidly during the last few years that a trip is necessary to give the students first hand investigation of pulpwood operations from the standing tree to the wood room of the mill. The trip also included the study of conservation as a field dealing with the raw material. Side trips were taken through the Ford plant at Mt. Morris through the Kimberly-Clark Paper Mill at Niagara, Wis. There was also a tree identification hike. While visiting a civil conservation camp, the boys were taken during the last few days to a camp of the laborers.

New Students

New students of the Institute hail from New York, Washington and all points north and south. They are Lewis Ayres, John R. Burton, Joseph C. Brown, Jr., Victor B. Burrows, William E. Cottik, Lawrence Gray, John A. Brillhart, Robert H. Munster, Francis T. Reloff, Joseph W. Sling, Jr., Charles M. Biggarl, Roger L. Steller, Berwyn R. Thomas, Peter J. Traune and Jack J. Vruck. Donald Curtis is enrolled as a special student. Two new schools are represented this year—that of Lehigh University and Drexel Institute.

And So It Goes

THERE say that the gab vigors Washable handed out at the pep meeting last week were all all right, and he got his 30 out for hard that evening. Wouldn't be Napoleon have made a great pair?

As some wise cookie said after evacuation that day, who should have called for was a yell that was heard reverberating over the campus (except 3) in Main hall, who were too busy to attend student convocation, would be awakened. The Frolic the other night was a show that vet we've had in the past several years. In fact it seems as though the campus in general is on a much higher plane these days. What do we want on or so? Let's hope that it is in a sign of - of the future.

Many have wondered why in heck Hank Johnson has been spending so much time behind his camera these days. Some have offered the explanation that he is practicing; others that he does it for a hobby and will others that he is just plain bad. You may rest peacefully again that Hank has found a new interest, and he is not working for a foreign power. He is surely working on shots for the new edition of the campus paper, according to the general, "We're Going to Lawrence." The talk of the campus this week has been the sudden change on the part of Coach toward the weaker men—especially during the football season! It's a new deal boys, the line forms to the right for sponsors.

GAME SATURDAY

The talk of the campus this week has been the sudden change on the part of Coach toward the weaker men—especially during the football season! It's a new deal boys, the line forms to the right for sponsors.

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Better Dry Cleaning
222 East College Avenue
The Same Building As Your East End Postal Sub-Station
Gladly Delivered To Your Residential Unit

Gift Items!
Billfolds
Cigarette Cases
Manicuring Sets
And many other gift suggestions
1.00 and up
We imprint name in gold without extra charge.

SUEFLOW'S TRAVEL GOODS
227 W. College Ave.
Wisconsin
I ALL ALWAY'S RATHER DUBIOUS ABOUT THE CAPABILITY OF THE "ROCHESTER" BOOK. WHEN SOMEONE HINTS AT THE PROSPECT OF A SITUATION IN WHICH SOMETHING CAN BE DONE WITH A BASKET OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, AND HOPES TO IMPRESS PEOPLE, IT'S A JUDGMENT ON THE PART OF THE WITNESS, NOT A JUDGMENT ON THE PART OF THE SITUATION.

BUT乃至 THE CAPABILITY OF THE "ROCHESTER" BOOK. WHEN SOMEONE HINTS AT THE PROSPECT OF A SITUATION IN WHICH SOMETHING CAN BE DONE WITH A BASKET OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, AND HOPES TO IMPRESS PEOPLE, IT'S A JUDGMENT ON THE PART OF THE WITNESS, NOT A JUDGMENT ON THE PART OF THE SITUATION.

THEY ARE MADE OF A DISPLACEMENT OF VARIOUS TYPES OF FABRICS. THE FABRICS CAN BE COVERS FOR CLOTHES, DECOY, ALLOY, AND AIRPLANE FABRICS. LET US SHOW THEM TO YOU.

### Thiede Good Clothes

---

**GROUPS TO GIVE**

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Mayor LaGuardia, and Fiorello H. LaGuardia of New York City, and James C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of Musicians, have agreed to sponsor these non-commercial broadcasts.

The programs will be a half-hour in length, and will start at 9:30 a.m. Four out of fourteen already-established NYA orchestras have been selected for the first programs. The first program will be given by the New York NYA Symphony, and later ones by the orchestras in Cleveland, Chicago, and Philadelphia. Other NYA orchestras which may be brought into the series are Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York State, Rhode Island, and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

**REVIEWS**

Professor Maps Glacial Field

Lincoln R. Thiesmeyer, assistant professor of geology, completed a summer of research for the United States Geological survey in Massachusetts. He spent the first six weeks of the summer studying glacial deposits and made a report on the glacio-glacial geology of western Cape Cod. For the balance of the summer Dr. Thiesmeyer did geological mapping in the field of southern Massachusetts, at Plymouth and Cape Cod, plotting the distribution of successive moraines and other features left during the retreat of two major lobes of the ice sheet that covered that territory during the great ice age.

Dr. Thiesmeyer will soon announce the winners of the contest held last year for the students who made the annual trip to the Bar Harbor district.

### GAME SATURDAY

**AWAY**

With That End of the Summer Look!

**LET BUEY'S**

Gire You a New Fall Cologne

Phone 902

225 E. College Ave.

**O.K. Minter: Here’s the Smoker’s Cigarette**

**COOLER, MILD, BETTER-TASTING**

...that means Chesterfield

There’s a whole World’s Series of good smoking in Chesterfields...that’s why it’s the smoker’s cigarette. The best tobacco in all of Tobaccooland...blended together for MILDNESS, COOLENS and BETTER TASTE.

Do you smoke the cigarette that SATISFIES

---

**TOPPERS**

are still the smartest and most popular coat with college men all over America. They are made from a variety of fabrics, cloth clothes, soft flannels—cherub draped rayon—garboine and air plane fabrics. Let us show them to you.

---

**CHESTERFIELD**

**MORE AND MORE...AMERICA SMOKES**

**THE CIGARETTE THAT SATISFIES**